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A 0.044-mm2 0.5-to-7-GHz
Resistor-Plus-Source-Follower-Feedback
Noise-Cancelling LNA Achieving
a Flat NF of 3.3±0.45 dB
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Abstract—A wideband noise-cancelling low-noise amplifier (LNA) combining resistor feedback and source-follower
feedback (SFF) is proposed. The SFF facilitates upsizing of the
feedback resistor to improve the gain and noise figure (NF),
without compromising the input-impedance matching. Another
benefit is that the noise contributions of both the feedback resistor and noise-cancelling transistors are significantly reduced.
Fabricated in 65-nm CMOS, the LNA exhibits a voltage gain
of 16.8 dB, and a flat NF of 3.3 ± 0.45 dB over a −3-dB bandwidth of 0.5 to 7 GHz. The power consumption is 11.3 mW at
1.2 V, and the die area is 0.044 mm2 .
Index Terms—Noise cancelling, low-noise amplifier (LNA),
source follower feedback (SFF), resistor feedback, CMOS, noise
figure (NF), wideband input impedance matching.

I. I NTRODUCTION
IDEBAND receivers are promising to support high-rate
data communication [1], [2], or multiple wireless standards distributed over the sub-6-GHz RF spectrum [3]–[6].
Especially in the ultra-scale CMOS technologies, the transistor
features an adequate f T to serve as a wideband RF low-noise
amplifier (LNA) with high gain, low noise figure (NF) and
good linearity [2]–[14]. A single-transistor LNA with resistive
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic and (b) small-signal equivalent circuit of the proposed
resistive-feedback LNA with additional SFF.

feedback can easily achieve a wideband input return loss (S11 )
<−10 dB. However, both the gain and NF are sub-optimal
due to the S11 tradeoff with the transistor’s transconductance
(∼20 mS) [15]. Thus, recent wideband LNAs also introduce
noise cancellation [2]–[6], [12], [13] to alleviate the tradeoff
between NF and S11 . In this brief, a source-follower feedback (SFF) is introduced to alleviate the performance tradeoffs
of the resistive-feedback noise-cancelling LNA. The source
follower senses the output voltage and returns a negative current back to the input. Effectively, this adds a shunt load at the
gate of the input-matching transistor and thereby allows a large
feedback resistor to improve the overall gain and NF. With an
active area of 0.045 mm2 and power consumption of 11.3 mW,
the LNA prototyped in 65-nm CMOS achieves a competitive
figure-of- merit (FOM) [4] of 3.57.
Section II describes the proposed LNA in details.
Section III discusses its performances with and without the
SFF. Section IV presents the measurement results, and the
conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. P ROPOSED R ESISTOR -P LUS -SFF LNA
A. Wideband Input-Impedance Matching
To alleviate the tradeoff between S11 , gain and NF, a local
SFF (Mf ) is added to a resistive-feedback LNA between
X and Y as shown in Fig. 1(a). In addition, a series inductor
is connected to the gate of M1 to broaden the input-matching
bandwidth (BW) [2]. Note that the DC biasing circuit is
omitted for clarity. The S11 derived from Fig. 1(b) is given by


 L1 C1 Rs s2 + (L1 + C1 Rx Ri − C1 Rx Rs )s + Rx + Ri − Rs 


S11 = 
L1 C1 Rs s2 + (L1 + C1 Rx Ri − C1 Rx Rs )s + Rx + Ri + Rs 
(1)
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Fig. 2. (a) Schematic and (b) small-signal equivalent circuit of the proposed
LNA combining local source-follower-based feedback with noise-cancelling
technique.

where L1 is the matching inductor, Ri is its parasitic resistance,
C1 is the parasitic capacitance at X and Rx is the resistance
looking into X in Fig. 1(b). Due to the addition of SFF, Rx in
Fig. 1(b) is expressed as
(Ry + RF )Rinf

Rx = 
(2a)
gm1 Ry + 1 Rinf + Ry + RF
where
Rinf =

1


gmf 1 − Vy /Vx

Fig. 3.

Equivalent circuit of Fig. 2(a) for noise calculation.

and r0 = r02 ||r03 . A2 is the voltage gain from X to Y. gm2 ,
gm3 , r02 and r03 are the transconductance of M2 and M3
and drain-source resistance of M2 and M3 , respectively. Cb
is the gate capacitance of the testing buffer. If we assume
1 + gm3 r0 ≈ gm3 r0 , which is usually the case, (4a) can be
simplified as Av = A2 − gm2 /gm3 . Note that A2 is negative and
it is clear that the noise-cancelling technique also improves the
gain. S21 is twice the gain in a 50- system with impedance
matching and it is given by

(2b)

S21 = 2Acore = 2A1 Av

(5)

and Ry = RD ||r01 as shown in Fig. 1(b). Rx is smaller than the
typical resistive-feedback LNA due to the term Ry + RF in the
denominator. Since Vy /Vx is negative, it leads to a negative
gmf (Vy − Vx ). Thus, a small-signal current in Mf flows from
X to ground, making Mf an effective resistor (Rinf ), lowering
the input impedance of the LNA. Thus, a larger RF can be
employed without compromising input matching. A larger RF
benefits both the gain and NF, as detailed later.

where Acore is the total voltage gain from the source to the
output in Fig. 2, and Acore = Av A1 . Equations (2), (3) and (4)
show that adding Mf only affects A1 and has no influence
on Av . Under an matched input-impedance, i.e., A1 = 0.5 at
DC, S21 has the same expression for both situations with and
without Mf . However, with the presence of Mf , RF can be
upsized when comparing it with the non-feedback case. Thus,
from (4), a larger RF benefits the gain.

B. Frequency Response of S21
Noise-cancelling technique is common in a wideband LNA to improve the NF and gain. Fig. 2(a)
and (b) show, respectively, the schematic (without DC bias
network) and small-signal equivalent circuit of the proposed
LNA with a source follower (Mf ) and noise-cancelling paths
(M2 and M3 ). C1 and C2 represent the total parasitic capacitances at X and Y, respectively. The total voltage gain consists
of two parts: A1 = Vx /Vs and Av = Vout /Vx . A1 is the voltage
gain from the source to X, which can be written as
Rx
A1 =
L1 C1 Rx s2 + [L1 + C1 Rx (Rs + Ri )]s + Rs + Rx + Ri
(3)

C. Frequency Response of NF
The main noise sources of the LNA are the channel resistance thermal noises from M1 , M2 , M3 and Mf , as well as the
thermal noises from RD and RF . The noise contributed by the
input inductor parasitic resistance Ri is also taken into account.
Fig. 3 shows the small-signal equivalent circuit of Fig. 2(a) for
noise calculation. The noise factor of M1 is given by





RF Av,n1
γ 
gm1
 (6a)


FM1 =

2
R
Rs |Acore | α  1 + F A1,n1 + RF gm1 − 1 
Z

where Rx is given by (2a). Yet, the resistance looking into
the source of Mf is slightly changed, Rinf = 1/gmf (1 + |Av |).
From (3), the reactive components that mainly determine the
poles of A1 are C1 and L1 . Typically C2 << C1 since M3 is
designed smaller than M1 and M2 for noise-cancelling purpose.
The effect of C2 on A1 is neglected for simplicity. The second
part (Av ) of the overall LNA gain is the voltage gain from X
to the output node and is given by
(−gm3 A2 + gm2 )(r0 ||Cb )
Av = −
(4a)
1 + gm3 (r0 ||Cb )
where
Vy
RF Ry gm1 − Ry
A2 =
=−
(4b)
Vx
C2 RF Ry s + Ry + RF

y

where
A1,n1

gm2
RF
1
Vy,n1
RF
gm3 + gm3 ZL − Zg
=
=1+
+ gmf RF
Vx,n1
Zg
1 + g 1Z + RF gmf

(6b)

gmf RF + RZFg + 1 − ggm2
Vout,n1
m3
=
=
1
Vx,n1
gmf RF + ZL gm3 + 1

(6c)

m3 L

Av,n1

As shown in Fig. 3, Zy = Ry /(C2 Ry s+1), ZL = ro /(Cb r0 s+1),
and Zg = (L1 s + Rs + Ri )/(L1 C1 s2 + C1 (Rs + Ri )s + 1). Zy is
the impedance of Ry parallel with C2 . Zg is the impedance
looking into the matching network from X. ZL is the total
impedance at Vout . A1,n1 is the ratio of noise voltage caused
by M1 at Y to that at X. Av,n1 is the ratio of noise voltage
caused by M1 at Vout to that at X. γ is the coefficient of
channel noise and α = gm1 /gd0 , where gd0 is zero-bias drain
conductance. Equation (6c) shows that perfect noise cancelling
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is achieved when gmf RF + RF /Zg + 1 = gm2 /gm3 , leading to
FM1 = 0. However, since Zg is complex and gm2 /gm3 is real,
a perfect noise cancellation cannot be accomplished. A good
approximation is (gmf RF +RF /Zg +1) = gm2 /gm3 . As shown
in Fig. 3, both In,RD and In,M1 flow from node Y to ground,
therefore the transfer functions from In,M1 and In,RD to the
output are the same. Both In,M2 and In,M3 flows from Vout to
ground, so a similar case is true for In,M2 and In,M3 . Then, the
noise factor of RD , M2 and M3 will become:
1
FM1
(7)
FRD =
RD gm1
FM2 =

gm2
|2

γ
α

Rs |Acore

2




gm3 ZL Av,n2 − A1,n2 + gm2 ZL




× ZL −


gm3 ZL Av,n2 − A1,n2 + gm2 ZL + Av,n2 
(8a)

where
Vy,n2
Ry (RF gm1 − 1)
=−
Vx,n2
C2 RF Ry s + RF + Ry
Vout,n2
1 L1 C1 s2 + C1 Rs s + 1
=
=1+
Vx,n2
gmf
L1 s + Rs
1 C2 Ry s + Ry gm1 + 1
+
gmf C2 RF Ry s + RF + Ry

A1,n2 =
Av,n2

(8b)

(8c)

gm3
FM2
(9)
gm2
Vx,n2 , Vy,n2 , and Vout,n2 are the noise voltages caused by M2 at
X, Y and Vout , respectively. To analyze the effect of feedback
on FM2 , the noise factor contributed by M2 under non-feedback
condition can be calculated as
γ
gm2
2
FM2,wofb = 
(10)
2 |ZL |
Rs Acore,wofb  α
FM3 =

Since A1,n2 is negative and |Acore | > |Acore,wofb |, FM2 and FM3
are reduced with the aid of Mf .
The noise factor contributed by feedback resistor RF is

2




A
1
v,RF

FRF =
·

 1−A1,RF 
2
1
RF Rs |Acore |  + gmf 1 − Av,RF +

Zg
RF
(11a)
where
Vy,RF
Zy
= − − gm1 Zy
Vx,RF
Zg


Z
gm3 ZL Zgy + gm1 Zy + 1 + gm2 ZL + 1


+ gmf
(11b)
gm3 ZL gmf − Z1y − Z1y


Zy
Z
g
+
g
g
Z
+
g
L
m3
m1
m3
y
m2
Zg
Vout,RF
=
=−
Vx,RF
1 + gm3 ZL


Zy
gmf gm3 ZL gm3 ZL Zg + gm1 Zy + 1 + gm2 ZL + 1


+
1 + gm3 ZL
gm3 ZL gmf − Z1y − Z1y

A1,RF =

Av,RF

(11c)

Fig. 4.

Complete schematic of the proposed wideband LNA.

Vx,RF , Vy,RF and Vout,RF are the noise voltage caused by RF
at X, Y and Vout , respectively. The term gmf (1 − Av,RF ),
which is introduced by Mf , in the denominator of (11a)
Av,RF
2
reduces FRF . Moreover, the term R1F | 1
1−A1,RF |
Zg +gmf (1−Av,RF )+

RF

decreases with increasing RF . Since adding Mf allows larger
RF and |Acore |, FRF is also improved. One drawback of adding
active feedback loop in LNA is the extra noise brought by Mf
as given by:
gmf
γ
FMf =
2
Rs |Acore | α

2




Zg Av,nmf


× 
 Zg (A1,nmf −1)  (12a)
 gmf Zg Av,nmf − gmf Zg − 1 +

RF

where
Vy,Mf
Zy (1 − RF gm1 )
=
Vx,Mf
RF + Zy
Vout,Mf
ZL
=
=
Vx,Mf
1 + gm3 ZL
gm3 Zy − gm2 Zy − gm2 RF − gm1 gm3 RF Zy
×
RF + Zy

A1,nmf =
Av,nmf

(12b)

(12c)

Vx,Mf , Vy,Mf and Vout,Mf are the noise voltage caused by Mf at
X, Y and Vout , respectively. FMf increases along with RF
according to (12a). This potentially limits the improvement of
NF. Yet, FMf is still buffered by an enhanced |Acore |. Moreover,
it only contributes a small portion in total noise factor, as
shown in the next section. The overall noise factor will be:
Ri
F =1+
+ FM1 + FRD + FM2 + FM3 + FRF + FMf (13)
Rs
By noise cancellation, the noise from M1 and RD is reduced.
Also, all FRF , FM2 and FM3 are decreased due to local SFF.
III. P ROPOSED C OMPLETE LNA
Fig. 4 shows the complete schematic of the LNA, where
we used capacitors Ci1 and Ci2 for DC-decoupling and voltages
Vb3 and Vbf to bias the transistors M3 and Mf , respectively. The
gate bias (Vb1 ) of M1 and M2 , provided by an off-chip bias-T,
also biases the source of Mf . The DC current of Mf flows
from VDD to Vb1 . A common-source output buffer is added
to provide output matching for measurements. An inductor
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Fig. 5. Simulated NF and S21 versus S11 of the LNAs with and without the
local SFF at 3 GHz.

Fig. 8.

Die photo of the proposed LNA.

Fig. 6. Simulated relative noise contributions by individual components in
the LNAs with and without local SFF.

Fig. 9. Calculated, simulated and measured (a) S21 , (b) NF and (c) S11 versus
frequency of the proposed LNA. Pre-simulation is pre-layout simulation and
post-simulation is post-layout simulation considering the parasitic effects.

Fig. 7. Simulated (a) S21 and (b) NF versus frequency of the LNAs with
and without local SFF, under the same (c) input matching condition.

LB is series connected to the drain of the buffer transistor to
counter the effect of the load capacitance on LNA core’s bandwidth. Simulations are performed to verify the performance
enhancement introduced by Mf . Fig. 5 illustrates the circuit
performance of the LNA with and without feedback at various
S11 . RF is swept to obtain the various matching conditions. The
maximum improvement of gain and NF are 0.9 and 0.57 dB,
respectively. Across a wide range of matching conditions, from
−20 to −8 dB, the proposed LNA with feedback always has

a better S21 and NF than the LNA without feedback. The
feedback loop is unconditionally stable in the simulations.
Fig. 6 presents the relative noise contributions by individual components in the LNA with and without feedback. With
Mf , the noise contribution percentages of M2 , RF , and M3
drop from 17.4%, 11.9% and 6.7% to 12.0%, 6.6% and 4.6%,
respectively. The reduction of noise contribution is consistent
with the analysis in Section II. The noise from Mf is 2.5%,
which is relatively small when compared with the total noise
reduction in other components. Although noise from M1 is
higher than the non-feedback situation, adding Mf into the
LNA improves the overall NF, which is reflected by the port
noise contribution. Fig. 7 shows, at the same input matching
of −12.5 dB, that the proposed LNA with feedback Mf has
better S21 and NF performance than the LNA without feedback. When both LNAs show a S11 of −12.5 dB, RF in the
non-feedback LNA is 300 , while RF in our proposed LNA is
640 . As discussed in Section II, a higher RF improves both
the gain and NF. S21 and NF are improved by 0.7 and 0.45 dB,
respectively.
IV. M EASUREMENT R ESULTS
The LNA fabricated in 65-nm CMOS occupies a die area of
0.25 x 0.18 mm2 (Fig. 8). It draws 11.3 mW at a single 1.2-V
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TABLE I
P ERFORMANCE S UMMARY AND B ENCHMARK W ITH THE S TATE - OF - THE -A RT

LNA prototype fabricated in 65-nm CMOS shows a competitive performance with respect to the state-of-the-art.
R EFERENCES

Fig. 10. (a) Measured IIP3 of the proposed LNA for two-tone inputs of 4 and
4.01 GHz and (b) Measured IIP3 versus center frequency (f0 ) and two-tone
separation (f) of the proposed LNA.
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